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Introduction. If T is a measure-preserving transformation of a

Lebesgue space (M, ($>, m) let ir(T) be the maximum partition such

that Tr(,T) has zero entropy. In §2 we prove a result, which was

stated without proof in [12], concerning the behaviour of the parti-

tions ir(TrJ associated with an increasing sequence of invariant

measurable partitions  {{"„}.

If T is an ergodic affine transformation of a compact connected

metric abelian group G let n(T) be the maximum partition such that

TV(T) has quasi-discrete spectrum. In §3 we prove, using the result

of §2 and a method introduced by Rohlin in [8], that n(T)=ir(T).

This result was first obtained by Parry [6] who also proved that the

maximum partition y(T) such that TVcd has the distal property is

also ir(T).

My thanks are due to Dr. W. Parry for his guidance during this

work.

1. Preliminaries.

1.1. The partition w(T). For the definitions, notations and theory

of Lebesgue spaces and entropy cf.  [9],  [lO],  [ll].

Let Z be the set of all measurable partitions of the Lebesgue

space (M, (S>, m) which have finite entropy and let T be a (pos-

sibly many to one) measure-preserving transformation of (M, 03, m).

The maximum partition tt(T) such that h(TT(T))=0 is given by

*iT) = V,eZ(A;.1 T~»t) where £" = V^i T~^ [ll].
We have T~xir(T) =ir(T), ir(Tn) =ir(T) n>0, and if T is one to

one w(T-x)=ir(T). If ££Z and ^tt(F) then £^£".

T is said to have completely positive entropy if 7r(F) = v, the trivial

partition. If T and T' are measure-preserving transformations of the

Lebesgue spaces (M, (&, m) and (M', 03', m') respectively and if there

exists a measure-preserving transformation cp of (M, (B, m) onto

iM', <$>', m') such that (pT=T'(p, then V is said to be a factor trans-

formation of T and hiT')^HT) [ll].

1.2. Affine transformations and group partitions. Let G he a compact

connected metric abelian group equipped with completed Haar

measure. G is a Lebesgue space [lO]. All group operations are written
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additively. Since G is connected its character group T has no ele-

ments of finite order [7]. Endomorphisms of G and their duals will

be denoted by the same symbol.

An affine transformation of G is a transformation of the form T(g)

= a-\-A(g), gEG, where aEG and A is a continuous endomorphism of

G onto G. Affine transformations preserve Haar measure. 7"(g) =a

+-<4(g), gEG, is ergodic if and only if the smallest closed subgroup

containing a and (A—I)G is G and the only finite orbits under A in

the character group are fixed elements [3]. Since G is connected, if T

is ergodic T is totally ergodic (i.e., Tn is ergodic for all n>0).

If BG = G, where B=A-I, then T(b+g) =b+A(g), gEG, where
B(b) — —a and T has completely positive entropy. (This follows from

the fact that A has completely positive entropy  [8].)

Let H be a subgroup of G. (All subgroups are assumed closed.) The

measurable partition of G into cosets of 77 will be denoted by f(T^)

[8]. Such a partition is called a group partition. If HiEH2 then

^(Hi)^^(H2), t(G)=v, and f(0)=e, the partition of G into points.

If HiEH2E ■ ■ • then f(V77„) = At(Hn) where V77n denotes the
smallest closed subgroup containing all the 77„, and if 770770 ■ ■ ■

then f (A77„) = Vf (77„) where A77„ is the intersection of the groups 77„.

The partition a(7)=AB=0 T~ne is the finest partition of G which

satisfies T~ia(T)=a(T). In particular ir(T)^a(T). a(T) is a group

partition since

00 /    00 \

a(T) = a(A) = A   A~ne = f (   V  kernel An).

1.3. Affine trans/ormations with quasi-discrete spectrum. The defini-

tion of a totally ergodic measure-preserving transformation with

quasi-discrete spectrum is given in [l ] and the definition of a homeo-

morphism with quasi-discrete spectrum is in [2]. Let T(g) =a-\-A(g)

be an ergodic affine transformation of a compact connected metric

abelian group G with character group T. If Tn = {yET\Bny = 0}

where B=A—I, then the group of quasi-eigenfunctions of order n

is KXYn where K is the circle group. T has quasi-discrete spectrum

if and only if ICx 17= r [4].
The maximum partition 77(T) such that T^t) has quasi-discrete

spectrum is the partition of G into cosets of ann (U„°= x r„') where

ann(U",! T„') is the annihilator of Id TB' i.e. r}(T) =f (ann(lCi r„'))

[4]-
Abramov [l] has proved that every totally ergodic measure-pre-

serving  transformation   of a  Lebesgue  space  with  quasi-discrete
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spectrum has zero entropy. Therefore for Tig) =a+Aig), gEG, we

have ??(F) ̂ ir(F).

2. A limit theorem for iriT). If f is a measurable partition of the

Lebesgue space (Af, 03, m) let H( denote the projection of M onto

Af/f, i.e. Ht maps a point of M onto the element of f to which it be-

longs. If f is a measurable partition of M such that F_1f :Sf then let

ir'(7» denote #f V(7».

Theorem 1. Lei T be a measure-preserving transformation ipossibly

many to one) of a Lebesgue space (Af, 03, m) and let {f „} &e a sequence

of measurable partitions of M such that fi^f2^ • • • , Vnrn=«, aw<i

T-^n^tnforalln.Themr'iTtl)^7r'iTt2)= ■ ■ ■ and W(Z>J =ir(T).

Proof. Since 7r'(7>J =7r(r)Afn we have it'iT(l) =tt'iTh) = • • • .

Let7ri(r) = Vn7r'(I>J.

Since ir'iTr„) ^7r(T) for all n, we have 7n( J1) ̂ iriT). It remains to

show that xi(r)^7r(F). Let ££Z, £^7r(r) and j?£Z. Then since

£V£~ = £~~ we have

Hin/rr) ^ Hin/r,- v 0 fe s(i/*r V S V r) = Wr V n

- ff(G? v e/Gr v r)) = *(r, t? v Q ̂  KT, v) = no,/,,-),

i.e.

H(Vir V 0 = Hin/rr).

But

Ftt/u-) + Hiv/s v r) = # (£v v/r) = ^/t) + m/n v r)

and therefore

ff (£/,-) = fftt/u v r).

Consequently  Hi^/T-krj-)=Hi^/n\/v~)   for   all   &>0,   and   if  r)~

= Ai°-i T~krf we have [9]

Ftt/i»=) = lim Hii/r+TT) = fftt/u V v~)-
t-»0O

Let ££Z, £ StriT) be fixed. Given 5>0, 3??£Z, 77^fn for some w,

such that HiZ/rj) < 5.

Since 7iZ = hk-iT-*i]-£ir'iT!n)£'iriiT), we have H^/iniT))

= Hi£/r,Z)=Hit/ri\/ri-)=Hit/r,)<8. Therefore H^/iniT))=0 and

£=Vi(r). Since this is true for all ij£Z, ^iriT), wehave7r(F) =xi(T).

Corollary. If T is a measure-preserving transformation of a

Lebesgue space (M, 03, vn) and if {f „} m a sequence of measurable parti-
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tions 0/ M such that fi —f»= • • • , Vnfn =f, awcZ r_1fB^fB /or all n,

then\lnir'(TXn)=-K'(Tx).

Proof. Apply Theorem 1 to the transformation Tt on Af/f.

3. Zero entropy and quasi-discrete spectrum for affine transforma-

tions.

Theorem 2. Let G be a compact connected metric abelian group and

let T(g) =a+A(g), gEG, be an ergodic affine trans/ormation 0/ G. The

maximum partition ir(T) such that TT(T) has zero entropy and the maxi-

mum partition r](T) such that T^t) has quasi-discrete spectrum coincide.

Proof. We first show that ir(T)=r](T) if, and only if, 7r(TaiT))

= in(Ta(T)). From §1.2 a(T) =f (F) for some subgroup 7" of G satisfying

AF=F. Therefore Ta^T) is the one to one ergodic affine transforma-

tion Ta(T)(g')=a'+A'(g'), g'EG/F, where A' is the automorphism

induced by A in G/F and a' is the coset of F containing a. If 77«(r)

is the projection map of Gonto G/F then 7z"_*(T)7r(7a(r)) =a(T) Att(7)

and HZ{Tji)(Ta{T)) =a(T)Av(T)- Since r)(T) ^ir(T) ^a(T) we conclude

that tr(T) =7/(7) if and only if Tr(Ta{T)) =-n(Ta{T)).

We divide the proof of the theorem into three parts.

(i) Suppose that G is a finite-dimensional torus. We can suppose,

without loss of generality, that T and A are one to one. This follows

because Ta<j) is a one to one ergodic affine transformation of the

finite-dimensional torus G/F and tt(T) =rj(T) if and only if Tr(Ta(T))

=v(TaiT)).
The set of periodic points of an automorphism of a finite-dimen-

sional torus is dense i.e. if An= {gEG\Ang = g}, n>0, then \J™=iAn

is dense in G [s]. If c/>(g)=gi+g where giG^4», then <£7"=7"c6 and

hence 4>~lj7r(Tn) =w(Tn). Since Tr(Tn) =ir(T), n>0, tt(T) is completely

invariant under a dense set of translations and is therefore a group

partition ir(T)=£(N)   [8].

Gi = G/N is a finite-dimensional torus with character group

Ti = ann(N), and TVm is the ergodic affine transformation 7i(g)

= ai+Ai(g), gEGi, where Ai is the automorphism of d induced by

A and ai is the coset of N containing a.

[B™Gi, tm^O], where Bi = Ai — I, is a decreasing sequence of sub-

groups of Gi and therefore jann(i?™Gi), m^0\ is an increasing se-

quence of subgroups of Ti. Since Ti is a finitely generated free abelian

group ann(BniGi) =ann(Bni+1Gi) for some n and Bld = Bl+1Gi.

Define an affine transformation 5 on the compact connected metric

abelian group Bid by S(Blg)=Bla+Ai(Blg), gEGi. Since Ax and
Bi commute we have SBl = BlTi. Since Bi(Bld) =Bld, S has com-
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pletely  positive  entropy   (see   §1.2).   But  h(Ti)=h(T*(T))=0  and

therefore S, being a factor transformation of 7\, has zero entropy

(see §1.1).

Therefore B1Gi={0}, and

r„' = ann (fifo) = {y £ rx| y(£ig) = 0, all g £ Gt} = Th

i.e. every element of Ti is a quasi-eigenfunction of order n (see §1.3),

and therefore Ti has quasi-discrete spectrum. Therefore n(T)^ir(T)

and hence r](T)=Tr(T).

(ii) Suppose now that T, the character group of G, is finitely gen-

erated with respect to the endomorphism A, i.e. there exists a finite

number of elements 71, • • • , yr of T such that every element of V

is of the form pi(A)yx+ ■ ■ ■ +pT(A)yr where ptEZ(A), the ring of

polynomials in A with integer coefficients.

We can again suppose, without loss of generality, that T and A are

one to one. This follows since T is a finitely generated module over

the Noetherian ring Z(A) and is therefore a Noetherian module [13].

Since a(T)=%(F), ann(F) is a submodule of V and hence is finitely

generated over Z(A), i.e. there exists /Si, ■ • • , /3„£r such that

ann (F) = {qi(A)0i + ■ ■ ■ + qs(A)/33\ qf £ Z(A), i= 1, ■ ■ ■ ,s}.

Since A(ann(F)) =ann(F), ann(F), the character group of G/F, is

finitely generated with respect to Aa(T). Since Aa(T) and TaiT) are one

to one and ir(T) =rj(T) if and only if w(Ta(T)) —rj(TalT)), the asser-

tion follows.

Let

Ym = {pi(A)yi + • • • + pr(A)yr\ Pi E Z(A)

and degree of pi ^ m, i=l, • • • ,r}

Ym is a subgroup of T and U~=0 Ym = T. Choose m such that

A-xyiEYm, i = l, ■ • • , r. Then A~xYmEYm and if iI = ann(Fm),

A~XHEH- Since AnYm, «^0, are finitely generated with no elements

of finite order, G/A~nH, ra3:0, are finite-dimensional tori. We have

U;.0^»Fm = r, 0^0A--H={0} and ^(H)^(A~XH)^ ■ ■ ■ ,

\ln=0%(A~nH)=e. Since (T~x)ha~"h) is an ergodic affine transforma-

tion of G/A~"H we have t(T) =w(T~x) = V:=0ir'((T-x)rU-"H)) by

Theorem 1, and if Tk' = {yET\Bky = 0} where B=A-I, then by

part (i)

"-'((F-OtM-ff)) =f(ann( U   Vk' n A»Ym\\    (see §1.3).
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Therefore

"■(20 =   V f(ann(G   rt'Ai«F»)J

= r(ann(G   1^ = 7,(7).

(iii) Suppose now that G is a general compact connected metric

abelian group. T is countable, T = {yi, y2, • • • }. Let Y„ be the small-

est subgroup of r containing Ji, ■ ■ ■ , yn and invariant relative to A

(i.e. ^F„CFB). If 77B = ann(FB), AHnEHn and T~^(Hn)^(Hn).

We have
co

Fi C Y2 C F3 C • • • ,        U Yn = r
n=l

oo

HiDH2DH3D ■ ■ ■ , n  ^ = {0},
n-l

and

r(F0 ^ r(#0 g r(ff») = • • •,     v f(77„) = e.
B=i

Using the fact that FB is finitely generated with respect to the endo-

morphism AX(h„-> we have Tr'(TxiHn)) = f (ann(U™=1 T/ P\ F„)) by part

(ii) where T*' = {T6r|5fc7 = 0}, B=A-I. (See §1.3.) Therefore by

Theorem 1

7r(D = VB7r'(7f(i/n)) = V f (annf U   Itf H F,))

= f(ann(lj   r4'^ = r,(7).

This completes the proof of the theorem.

Remark. To prove part (ii) we could have used a result of Laxton

and Parry [5], which states that an automorphism A of a compact

connected metric abelian group has a dense set of periodic points if

the character group is finitely generated with respect to A.
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